
Editing Journey

HP Desktop PC, at work
PRIMARY USE: Work (spreadsheets, 
statistical software), reading news, 
email

Samsung Android smartphone
PRIMARY USE: Calling, texting, 
navigation

Dell laptop, at home
PRIMARY USE: Online research, 
email, reading Facebook, storing 
photos

Low High

Low High

Technology comfort level

Writing comfort level
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Reading article on Moravian empire, sees a 

blatant mistake. Knows he can �x it because he 

just �nished two books on the subject.

Registers an account, 

because he thinks he 

has to have an account 

to edit.

Fixes this minor factual 

error by using visual 

editor, with no 

problems.

Continues reading 

related articles and 

doesn’t try to edit again 

for a long time.

Receives an email notifying 

him of a welcome message 

put on his user page. Dis-

misses it as from a bot.

Several months later, sees 

another inaccuracy on an 

article about a political 

party, and corrects it 

quickly with visual editor.

Continues to see other 

mistakes or gaps in 

information, but edits 

only when the �xes are 

easy.

AGE:

51 years old

LOCATION:

Prague, Czech Republic

OCCUPATION:

Data Analyst

EDUCATION:

University

LANGUAGES:

Czech (fluent) 
Polish (proficient)
English (basic) 
Slovak (basic)

Reactive Corrector
Josef

Background

Josef lives in Prague and works as a data analyst 
for a media company. He has been married for 
24 years and has a 18-year-old daughter. He’s 
interested in history and politics, and likes to read 

nonfiction books on Czech, Slovak, and Polish 
history. On the weekends, he spends time with his 
family, visits the library and local museums, and 
practices his photography.

Tech Habits

At work, Josef uses a desktop computer with an 
external mouse, monitor, and keyboard, on which 
he mostly uses Excel and a statistical software for 
his work. He reads the news every day online, and 
will sometimes comment on news articles about 
current events. At home, he has a laptop comput-

er where he searches on Seznam.cz (a Czech web 
portal) and Google for more information about 
the historical events he’s currently reading about. 
He has a Facebook account but mostly browses it 
for updates from friends and family and doesn’t 
post.

Perceptions of Wikipedia

He often uses Wikipedia when searching for infor-
mation on historical and political events. He thinks 
Wikipedia is a good starting point for him to learn 
about a new topic and will use the reference index 
to find additional sources. He mostly uses Czech 
Wikipedia, but will sometimes use English, Slovak, 
or Polish Wikipedia, because he thinks Czech has 

limited information and because each of these 
Wikipedias have their own cultural perspective.  
Josef believes that only people who have creden-
tials in their field should edit, and assumes that 
there is a committee that reviews content. He 
learned that anyone could edit from a news article 
about Wikipedia.

Experience Goals
• To make edits quickly and easily without 

having to put in effort to learn new  
content or how to edit

End Goals
• To correct obvious inaccuracies or 

mistakes that he finds while reading 
Wikipedia

Challenges
• Feels that he’s not qualified to make more 

substantial edits, because he believes 
Wikipedia should be edited by experts

• Thinks editing is time consuming (“labori-
ous”), particularly to create new content, 
find citations, or to edit on a topic he 
doesn’t know about, even though he 
hasn’t tried these tasks


